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The Nexus of Neuroscience and Equity

Developmental

Enriched 
environment

Impoverished
environment

Developmental neurobiology, early brain 

development (zero-three), and the impact 

of negative environmental circumstances 

on brain development (particularly 

prenatal, postnatal, infant, toddler, and 

pre-adolescence stages) influence brain 

development and learning capabilities.



cranium is made up of 8 bones that have fused 
together

The cranium is constructed from 8 bones that fuse together



Equity Action Planning

1. Maximize learning via discourse (hyper-social” animals 

who seek “connections”), dialogue, & note-taking 

(doing, not hearing).

A Highly Visual Brain – 6X

2. Asking and answering questions together.

3. A conceptual and visual tour of the learning-equity 

relationship…Maximize memory via mental images.



If you want to travel quickly, go alone. 

• CA Association of African American Superintendents 

and Administrators (CAAASA) 
• CA Collaborative for Educational Excellence (CCEE) 

But, if you want to go far, go together.

--African proverb



Featured twenty-nine webinar presentations by leading CA 

administrators, researchers, college/university professors, 

and other experts in K-college education. 

How Do We “Pivot” Best to
Support our Students During CV-19 (2020)?



Plenary Session #1A: 

Kenneth Wesson and Sujie Shin

Equity Action Planning

Session Goal:

Take the contents of the CAAASA Field 

Guides and develop the Action 

Step(s) your “Equity Action Plan 

for My School/School District, My 

Institution or for Me.” 



Equity Action Planning

Steps we will take to achieve this session goal:

1.  Preview the materials and tools that will be 

the focus of this session:

a. The 3 NCOEE conference strands

b. The 12 CAAASA Field Guides  

c. The 3 particular FGs that are correlated with 

the 3 conference strands.  

d. A brief overview of the FGs organization

e. A walk-thru of an Online Interactive FG 

(CCEE web site)



Steps we will take to achieve that goal:

2. Review the: 

a. “Institutional/Personal Equity Action Planning” 

document (goal: to complete one)

b. “Equity Action Plan for My School/School 

District, My Institution or for Me” (we will 

make entries and notes to this document over 

the next 2 days, and leave here with a 

finished document that includes 1-2 

Equity Action Items that we will commit 

ourselves to accomplishing in our respective 

institutions or communities and making them 

a reality).



Matching the 3 NCOEE conference strands with 3 correlated 

CAAASA Field Guides

NCOEE Conference Strands 

I. Health and wellness: Field Guide #2 (focus: Mental 

Wellness and SEL)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nyd-s6_to85TVfRnlV-jQ-HWwEJxrWJ/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nyd-s6_to85TVfRnlV-jQ-HWwEJxrWJ/view


NCOEE Conference Strands 

II. Antiracist practices and programs: Field Guide #10 

(focus: Equity as a Centerpiece in Schools)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UB3VVKIeUXYOUaCbjAOLBUSFKEPL

wUHT/view 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UB3VVKIeUXYOUaCbjAOLBUSFKEPLwUHT/view


NCOEE Conference Strands 

III. Leadership: Field Guide #11 (focus: The Principal as the 

Equity Leader)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cUjg8HEUyxWjXoAWUloWE5MBXUi9j/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cUjg_I-8HEUyxWjXoAWUloWE5MBXUi9j/view


My Most Crucial Equity Challenge 

3. Primary Conference Goal: Each of you will leave this 

conference on Friday with a (fairly complete, 

sharable, & actionable) “Equity Action Plan for My 

School/School District, My Institution or for Me.” 



Equity Action Planning

Mindful of one question over the next 3 days (breakout 

sessions and other plenary addresses):

“What is occurring/is not occurring but should be within my 

school, school district, or educational institution to 

advance educational equity, relative to 

(a) The 3 NCOEE strands

(b) Some of the contents found in the 3 CAAASA   

Field Guides?” 



Equity Action Planning

Begin with a 5-minute Table-talk and quick-write:

o What is the most crucial equity challenge currently 

facing your school, school district, educational 

institution, your African American students and 

other students of color, or within the scope of your 

defined work?” (= The “Problem Statement” - The 

first item on your NCOEE Institutional/Personal 

Equity Action Planning document).



Equity Action Planning:

Institutional/Personal Equity Action Plans



The Distinction Between 

“Responsible” and “Accountable”

A “Two-minute talk”: What is the risk (danger) when no 
one can be held responsible or accountable? 



Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody

Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it. 

Somebody got really angry because it was Everybody’s job. 

Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized 

that Everybody wouldn’t do it. 

It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody

did what Anybody could have done for Everybody’s benefit!

We had a pressing problem that could have been effectively 

handled, and Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it.



#1 Accountability Strategy:

The most pernicious psychological effect: the internalization of 

negative beliefs of self and all others like me (FGs #10 & 11)

Blame the Victim

Blaming students is easier than being self-reflective about the 

role we play in creating, reproducing or reinforcing inequities.



• Technology explosion

Challenges to the 

Contemporary Educator

• Knowledge/Information explosion

• Demographic explosion





Demographic Explosion



n
How We Were Trained to Teach 

Who We Were Trained to Teach 



• You cannot successfully teach subject 

areas/disciplines that you do not know. 

• You cannot teach children who you

do not know.

What Do Educators Need to Know?



What do you know about your 
students’ lives outside of school?

What do you know/think 
about their culture?

What are your 
assumptions about your 

students’ homes and 
their home life ?

Examine 

Your Core Beliefs

What assumptions do you 
have about your students’ 

educational values?

What are your beliefs 
about how your students’ 

community values 
education?

What are your 
assumptions about your 
students’ community?

Funds of Knowledge 
(Moll and Gonzalez)



“It takes approximately 26 years before a 

significant finding in educational 

research actually reaches the 

classroom.”  

Paul Hurd, professor emeritus (Stanford University)



Goal: Explore the empirical and the experiential 

evidence of how the COVID-19 pandemic has 

impacted the education and the lives of 

students of color, their teachers, administrators, 

parents, and communities.

Focus: African American students and other youth of 

color in our CA public schools.



https://www.caaasa.org/liftingourvoices

https://www.caaasa.org/liftingourvoices


Field Guide #1

Revisiting Equity: 

Transitioning Back to 

School with a Focus 

on Relationships

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/10bobNe004OCciBF1JK

sliFH9yrsNo-Co/view

Field Guide #2

Learning and Healing 

Together: 

Heading to School Ready 

to Learn (MH & SEL)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16

nyd-s6_to85TVfRnlV-jQ-

HWwEJxrWJ/view

Field Guide #3 

School Re-Engagement: 

In-person and Hybrid 

Learning

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10

_yjWpoRKJyeb58P0PUZwOIz5b

Zmpewx/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10bobNe004OCciBF1JKsliFH9yrsNo-Co/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nyd-s6_to85TVfRnlV-jQ-HWwEJxrWJ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_yjWpoRKJyeb58P0PUZwOIz5bZmpewx/view


Field Guide #4:

Planning Forward 

with Cultural 

Relevance in the 

Classroom 

https://drive.google.com/file

/d/1eADrOfjeN7fVd55r0vp3a

BgD3E3SfL0E/view

Field Guide #5

Back to School and the 

Year Ahead: 

Integrating Empathy, 

Compassion, and 

Restorative Justice in 

our Schools

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k

FKtk0_JT39t5d9Oq5TGDWVCGs

ofHjY9/view

Field Guide #6

Enhancing 

Parent Engagement 
for 

Student Success

https://drive.google.com/file/d/

1Io7o1ZhgTqGgyCt7dt5E6J5_

DtP8ysbx/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Io7o1ZhgTqGgyCt7dt5E6J5_DtP8ysbx/view


Field Guide #7

Addressing the Needs of 

“High Promise” (formerly 

“At-risk”) Students 

in the Post-Covid Era 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a

LRnXonj6LhaWDjxD9e5m0utsjU

y893A/view

Field Guide #8

Understanding the Most 

Critical Needs of Today’s 

African American 

Students (and Children 

from Other Communities 

of Color) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s

8e3VntgScOWoMxaKZSlYolSW1f

6HVya/view

Field Guide #9

Preparing African 

American and Other 

Students of Color for 

College

https://drive.google.com/file/d/

1CGXUaa8v1JzLRS4XbijR_Ve

sqjliohAS/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s8e3VntgScOWoMxaKZSlYolSW1f6HVya/view


Field Guide #10

Equity as a 

Centerpiece

in Education

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1

UB3VVKIeUXYOUaCbjAOLBUSF

KEPLwUHT/view

Field Guide #11:

The Principal

as the

Equity Leader

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1

cUjg_I-

8HEUyxWjXoAWUloWE5MBXUi

9j/view

Field Guide #12

Rebounding from 

Unfinished Teaching 

and Learning 

(“Learning Loss”)

https://drive.google.com/file/d

/1KB1m4fVFtHBsI-

Gkim5nmvL8EAd8cGGm/vie

w

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KB1m4fVFtHBsI-Gkim5nmvL8EAd8cGGm/view


CAAASA Field Guides

…address who is responsible and accountable in the complex 

network of individuals who share the task of assuring 

access and equity for all African American students.



There are 4 learning formats for each Field Guide:

1. A printed PDF version of each FG: A PDF with QR code 

links to each video introduction, the questions, and 

answer sheets (on the CAAASA & CCEE web sites.)

Four Learning Formats 

2.  An online PDF version of each FG that comes with a “Click 

Here” icon taking the reader to the above-mentioned features.



3. An Interactive e-learning Experience available for 

independent PL (on the CCEE web site.) 

Four Learning Formats 

4. In-person e-learning PD can be conducted by a professional 

learning leader. (A Facilitator’s Guide is in the works to 

guide the in-person professional development.)



Field Guide #10

(PDF & Print)

Equity as a 

Centerpiece in 
Schools

The CAAASA Field Guide Organization 



Distinguishing Equity from Equality

Equality = everyone receives 

the same sized shoe 
Equity = everyone receives a pair of shoes 

that is right for him/her. It might even call 

for a slightly different type of shoe.



Field Guide Organization 

Research, data, and the historical 

context of equity and leadership

Interviews that highlight the real-world 

impact of the equity challenges facing 

students, teachers, administrators, and 

parents
What else have we learned about 

“leading with equity in mind" since 

March 2020? 



Field Guide Organization 

A video overview

Video instructions for our knowledge checks 

with QR code or “click here” button for 

answers and where those answers can be 
found in the narrative



Field Guide #10: Equity 

We can’t be “color-blind” -- we must be “color-brave.”

Color-blind” gives teachers permission to avoid the 

discomfort of discussing the historical issues 

surrounding race and the consequential racial 

inequities of the last four centuries.



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Schemas: Non-conscious Hypotheses

• Schemas: “mental files” (expectations/stereotypes) 

that shape our perceptions of other groups as 

well as ourselves. 

• All schemas influence each group members’ 

judgement of others and how he/she will be 

judged based on these stereotypes (what is 

going on in the minds of others.)



Headline

President Obama’s Handshake Rejected

Implicit bias/implicit social cognition



“The smog in the air” - If you’re breathing the air in our society, 

you are ingesting the dominant stereotypes and 

prejudices. Critically conscious educators are advocates 

of examining, critiquing, and disrupting the commonly 

held negative stereotypes.

Psychologist Beverly Tatum (“Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting 

Together in the Cafeteria? And Other Conversations 

about Race”):  All of us harbor these prejudices from 

being exposed to misinformation about groups, through 

stereotypes, strategic omissions, and deliberate 

distortions. Even PoC are not immune to the widespread 

stereotypes. Many assumptions we hold about our 

students are constructed from the pervasive negative 

stereotypes (the noxious “smog”).

The Implicit Curriculum Tells Us 



Who is intelligent? 

Which language is “standard”?

Who is “a problem”?

Who is worth the effort to teach? 

Which cultures are admirable? 

Who is “deficient” and why?

Who decides? Who benefits? Who wins? Who loses?

What are the psychological consequences of each?

Whose religion is strange/wrong? 

Who is “normal”?

The Implicit Curriculum Tells Us 



“Seeing is believing”?

Our perceptions are based on 
observations and expectations.

4/5



Racial Disparities in Use of 

Suspension for 1st Time Offenders

“Implicit Bias”

15%
17%

24%

15%

33%

38%
40%

43%
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Cell Phone Dress Code Disruptive Display of Affection

White Black

Percent of first time offenders cited for committing the offense who 
received an out of school suspension as punishment

Source: Losen, 2012



How do similar (deficit) notions make their way

into our students’ heads?



Salt Sodium Chloride              Arsenic  Ant Poison

The Psychological Impact of “Labels”



Internalized Labels



• Assumptions made about students are often based on 

stereotypes and misinformation.

Classroom Realities

• Students are more prone to believe negative stereotypes 

as they grow older, believing that the all-encompassing 

social, economic, political systems are fair and 

legitimate (US History classes) -- a phenomenon known 

as “system justification.”

Mirrors: students see reflections of themselves; 

Windows: students see worlds other than their own and 

make comparisons; 

Sliding glass doors: students from the dominant group 

can enter other worlds)

• Dr. Rudine Bishop (Ohio State University): Every school 

curriculum should offer students… 



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide Contents



Field Guide #10

Driving Questions in FG #10:

• What are the barriers to 

equity at your school?

• What are you doing to 

disrupt them?



Field Guide # 11 



Children Mirror Your Emotions and Behavior

Leadership is leading 
by example not by authority!



Dissecting Identity and Racism 



• The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) framework today 

warrants expansion to include Belongingness, Equality, 

Safety, and Disruption. 

• When reordered, they form the acronym “D2EBIES”.

Field Guide # 11 

Diversity Inclusion

Equity

Safety

Belongingness

  e  ariet  of  a s 

in   ic  people 

can be considered 

different

 air treatment 

determined b  one s 

 ni  e needs

  ere different t pes 

of people 

 a e a  oice in 

decision ma in 

 t dents flo ris  academicall  

  en t e  enco nter  er  fe  

t reats  p  sicall   emotionall   

or ps c olo icall   

   



Seek the “Growth Zone” of “Becoming Anti-Racist” 

described by Surgeon Andrew Ibrahim. His diagram was 

inspired by Dr. Ibram X Kendi’s “How to Be an Antiracist.” 



“I didn’t grow up with any kind of privilege.” 

If you never had one of these for dinner… 

Field Guide # 11 



Field Guide # 11: Leadership 

1. Identify the significant causal factors that your school cannot/does not control.

2. Identify causal factors over which the school has some degree of control.

3. Identify causal factors over which your school can influence, but does not 

control. 

What are the root causes of the differences in achievement and/or 

academic outcomes for different racial and ethnic groups?



Equity Self-Assessment for Principals: Leading 
with Equity (addressing and disrupting past 
inequities)

Field Guide # 11: Leadership 

Equity Self-Assessment for Principals: Leading with Equity 

(addressing and disrupting past inequities)

1. Equity-centered leadership?

2. Staffing for Equity

3. Equity for all students

4. Equity-driven Leadership in your school



Equity Self-Assessment for Principals: Leading 
with Equity (addressing and disrupting past 
inequities)

Field Guide # 11: Leadership 

Equity Self-Assessment for Principals: Leading with Equity 

(addressing and disrupting past inequities)

• Would the faculty and staff in my building consider the culture, practices, 

policies  pro rams  processes  and instr ction “e  it -centered”? 

• Is a robust equity plan mentioned as part of our mission statement or as a 

long-term vision for our school/school district? Have programs and 

funding been aligned to make that vision a reality? Is there someone 

else on my campus responsible for equity or is it just me? Do we have 

an equity agenda?

• What are the varying needs of students in my school? Are they considered a 

priority? Are funds allocated equitably to prioritize their needs? 

• Do the most vulnerable students in my school still succeed academically? Are 

the appropriate resources (specialists, instructional expertise, 

interventions, funding, support, etc.) allocated for them to be 

successful?



Equity Self-Assessment for Principals: Leading 
with Equity (addressing and disrupting past 
inequities)

Field Guide # 11: Leadership 

Lessons Learned

1. Establish equity priorities

2. Address external issues that impact classroom learning

3. Deploy Asset-based instructional strategies

4. Examine the structures that limit progress towards equity 

5. Connect classroom experiences to the real world to promote 

engagement and equity.



Field Guide #2

Learning and 

Healing 

Together in a 

post-pandemic 

world 

(Psychological 

Health and 
Wellness)



Emotions and Learning

His 2nd day of Kindergarten

He thought that school was for one day only! 



What do we know about the impact of emotions on learning? 

▪ Students learn what they care about, and

▪ Remember facts, events, stories, and activities where their 

positive emotions are engaged while learning. 

Field Guide #2
Emotions and Learning

▪ Negative emotions are incompatible with learning, memory, 

and academic achievement. 

▪ When emotions are enlisted to support learning 

(1) the content has greater probability of longevity

(2) information is easily retrieved from LT memory 

(3) knowledge has a greater probability of application 

and transferability.



Emotions → attention → learning → 

memory (integrated in the brain)

Engagement
• Active learning 

• Inquiry (self-generated questions)

• Student-centered  

• Social connections (SEL)

“I Have a Discipline Problem.” 

No! You Have an Engagement Problem



Field Guide #2

During the pandemic, emotions were heightened by stress.

• waves of isolation and loneliness 

• fear and anxiety 

• grief and suicidal thoughts 

• academic disengagement and social withdrawal 

• lethargy and restlessness 

• feeling miserable and unhappy

One study found that more than 50% of students reported 

suffering from stress, anxiety, or depression during 

the pandemic.



Three Categories of ACEs

Adverse Childhood Experiences Study (ACES)

Center for Disease Control
# of ACES = powerful predictor of MH challenges in adulthood. 



Most prevalent of the ACES?

a. Physical abuse

b. Sexual abuse 

c. Neglect

d. Psychological maltreatment





Still Face Experiment: 

Dr. Edward Tronick
(Serve and No Reception)

Long-term unswerving neglect can be more damaging 
to the developing brain than physical abuse.



Global Neglect and 
Reduced Brain Development



The illiterates of the future are not 

those who cannot read or write, 

but those who cannot          

learn, un-learn, and re-learn.

--Alvin Toffler



For Interactive Online E-learning

A walk-thru of the Interactive Online FG with Sujie Shin



Equity Action Planning

• Wednesday, Oct. 6 and Thursday, Oct. 7:

o During each breakout session, continue to add any relevant notes 

or comments into the NCOEE Equity Action Plan for My 

School/School District, My Institution or for Me matrix.

o Equity Action Plan for My School/School District, My Institution or 

for Me - the discernible “Actions” to examine and commit to in 

pursuit of either resolving or reducing the stated problem. 

Continue to add other critical “Action items” for your 

institution and yourself.



The Window of Opportunity 


